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A Twist of the Wrist 2: The Basics of High-Performance Motorcycle RidingCode Break, 1997
Straight facts about riding! A Twist of the Wrist, the acknowledged number one book on rider improvement for ten years straight, brought riders worldwide to a new understanding of vital riding skills. Uncovers and traces, action by action, the direct links between man and machine.

The thrill of motorcycle racing tugs at the...


		

Chemical Weapons Destruction and Explosive Waste: Unexploded Ordinance RemediationsWilliam Andrew Publishing, 1997
"The book examines each program, offers various solutions and case studies for each disposal problem, and provides additional sources of information for each program for further reading or consultation."- The Hazardous Waste Consultant.    

This book discusses the current and potential treatment technologies involved in...

		

High Performance Oracle Database Automation: Creating Oracle Applications with SQL and PL/SQLCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Oracle is an important product that drives a majority of the world’s largest  databases and runs on numerous operating systems, including most flavors of  Unix. Oracle, perhaps more so than other relational databases, is a flexible  tool that allows businesses to define their operations and build effective  systems around them.
...





		

Teach Yourself C in 21 Days (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1997

	With its ever-expanding installed base, C continues to be one of the most popular programming languages on the market. This fact, along with the Teach Yourself series' reputation as the most popular way to learn programming languages, guarantee that Teach Yourself C in 21 Days, Fourth Edition is clearly headed for the bestseller...


		

Effective C++: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your Programs and Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997

	This book is a direct outgrowth of my experiences teaching C++ to professional programmers. I've found that most students, after a week of intensive instruction, feel comfortable with the basic constructs of the language, but they tend to be less sanguine about their ability to put the constructs together in an effective manner. Thus...


		

Operating Systems: Design and Implementation (Second Edition)Prentice Hall, 1997
 Most books on operating systems deal with   theory while ignoring practice. While the usual principles are covered in   detail, the book describes a small, but real UNIX-like operating system: MINIX.   The book demonstrates how it works while illustrating the principles behind it.    Operating Systems: Design and Implementation Second...






		

Data Warehousing and Data Mining for Telecommunications (Artech House Computer Science Library)Artech House Publishers, 1997
Provides practical, step-by-step instructions on how to design and develop effective, costefficient data warehouses. DLC: Telecommunications Management. 

Through dozens of case studies and real-world examples, this clearly written guide shows telecommunications managers how to build more effective data warehouses without wasting time and...

		

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY CALCULATION (RSC Paperbacks)Royal Society of Chemistry, 1997
The aim of this textbook is to treat each numerical problem in basic physical chemistry with a systematic step-wise approach of a working method. It hopes to encourage students to think out their own approach. It covers the basic principles of introductory physical chemistry. Each chapter contains an introduction, followed by a typical examination...

		

Advanced Database Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 1997

	The database field has experienced a rapid and incessant growth since the development of relational databases. The progress in database systems and applications has produced a diverse landscape of specialized technology areas that have often become the exclusive domain of research specialists. Examples include active databases, temporal...






		

Advanced Engineering DynamicsArnold, 1997
... essential reading for all those requiring a general understanding of the more advanced aspects of engineering dynamics.,Executive Engineer, -- Review    

       'Advanced Engineering Dynamics' bridges the gap between elementary dynamics and advanced specialist applications in engineering.

  It begins with a...

		

Oracle Unleashed (Unleashed)Sams Publishing, 1997
This is a very exciting time for the information-processing industry.  Companies like Oracle and Sun have led a technological revolution culminating in  today's software advances. New languages such as Java, and advanced database  servers such as Oracle8, provide a shift in paradigm for application developers.  This new paradigm yields...


		

History of Jewish Philosophy (Routledge History of World Philosophies)Routledge, 1997


	This volume is planned as a companion to the Routledge History of Islamic Philosophy,

	and both take their place in the Routledge History of World Philosophies, a series

	designed to supplement and amplify the Routledge History of Philosophy. The idea of

	placing histories of Islamic and Jewish philosophy in such close proximity to a...
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